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COMFORT+ TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

FOUNDATIONS


HA-25 reinforced concrete perimeter strip footing, dimensions 60 x 40 cm + 10 cm of the cleaning
concrete according to the CTE. The final solution of the foundation is conditioned to the result of the
geotechnical study.

FACADE & STRUCTURE


31 cm thick ARCTIC WALL concrete panel as a sandwich section:


7 cm. white or gray architectural concrete reinforced with polymer fiber. The concrete will be tinted if
you change the color of the panel.



9 cm. of thermal insulation PIR AK with lambda of 0,022 W / mK.



15 cm of HA-30 structural reinforced concrete.



Slabs made of alveolar panels of prefabricated concrete, panels 120 wide and 25 cm up to 10 ml.



Suspended slab in the house area with access for maintenance (not included in the garage or basement).



Recast on the facade using a metal panel type ALUCOBOND or similar.

DECK


Inverted flat roof formed by the following layers (from the inside out):


Cellular concrete to make the roof slopes.



Laying of waterproof barrier, double bitumen asphalt sheet.



ROOFTEX 120 geotextile filter.



Thermal insulation XPS 9-10 cm (thickness depending on the climatic zone where the work is
located).



Side perimeter reinforcement.



Gravel 18/25 mm of varied gray color.



Roof cap using a metal piece of aluminum of the same RAL as the carpentry or white
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EXTERIOR CARPENTRY


Aluminum exterior carpentry with thermal break type KLINE with hidden profiles of the KL-FP range
or similar, to choose between sliding or practicable (depending on the project).



Insulating glasses with black interlayer and argon gas.



Low emissive glass with solar control depending on the orientation of the facade.



Aluminum motorized blinds throughout the house.

PAVEMENTS & COATINGS


Porcelain stoneware flooring 30x60 or 60x60 format valued at € 32 / m2. RRP * (Kitchen, bathrooms
and laundry).



Laminate parquet flooring valued at € 24 / m2 RRP * (Living room, bedrooms and distributors).



Porcelain stoneware tiles 30x60 or 60x60 format valued at € 32 / m2 RRP * (bathrooms)



Porcelain stoneware skirting for stoneware flooring and PVC skirting for parquet flooring.



Architectural concrete staircase with a stainless steel or glass railing.
*The RRP are public prices without VAT and without placement. During the selection of finishes, in the case of choosing a
superior RRP material, the difference will be billed.

.

INTERIORS WALLS



The distribution of the house will be carried out by means of 15 mm thick plasterboard partition walls, type
PLADUR or similar, with acoustic insulation incorporated into its structure.



Continuous false ceiling throughout the house, except in garages and installation rooms.

INTERIOR CARPENTRY


Semi-solid interior doors, block type, model Lisa, white lacquered DM 35 mm thick, height 2.10. Leaf or
sliding door (inside the partition) according to plan.
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BAÑOS


Sanitary set (toilet, shower / bathtub and sink).



White enameled steel bathtub, dimensions: 170 x 80 cm.



Extra flat white shower tray, flush with the floor.



Shower screen is included.



Bathroom furniture to choose, the mirror is included.



Set of mixer taps for sink and shower / bath, two taps per bathroom.



Thermostatic column for showers.



Bathroom set with taps, valued at € 2,400 RRP *.
*The RRP are public prices without VAT and without placement. During the selection of finishes, in the case of choosing a superior RRP
material, the difference will be billed.

KITCHEN

BAÑOS



Laminate finish.



Matte aluminum or PVC edges.



Aluminum handles.



Sink.



SILESTONE GROUP 1 countertop.



SILESTONE socket.



BOSCH or similar brand appliances: induction hob, microwave, electric oven, stainless steel hood and fridge
with freezer.



The budget will depend on the design according to the project and will be signed in a contract.

INSTALLATIONS


The house has electricity, telecommunications, water, and a separate drainage network to the manholes of
the house.



Part of the electrical plumbing and telecommunications installations will be placed in the transfer and
partitions made using the 15 mm laminated plaster plates.
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HEATING
Radiant and refreshing floor by means of Aerothermal energy.

PLUMBING


Cold and hot water sanitary installation made with multilayer pipe.



Installation of solar panel for A.C.S., incorporating solar accumulator connected to the electric heater. The
capacity of the accumulator is governed by the CTE brand.



Planned pre-installation of dishwasher in the kitchen with cold and hot water connection, planned preinstallation of washing machine with cold and hot water connection according to CTE specifications,
planned pre-installation of dryer.

ELECTRICITY


Degree of electrification depending on each case (electric heating, heat pump ...), with number of
independent lines in relation to each project.



All the electrical mechanisms are from the brand NIESSEN ZENIT, white or similar, although there is the
possibility of modifying them.



The units of each mechanism complying with the R.E.B.T. (RD 842/2002 ITC BT-25)

ILLUMINATION


Installation of recessed spotlights in the kitchen, 3 pcs. LED TYPE, 20 cm.



Installation of recessed spotlights in the bathrooms, 4 pcs. LED TYPE, 10 cm.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS



Telephone and television installation, one unit in the main room and one in the living room.



Video door phone, including pipes, wiring and commissioning.



Home automation pack, including temperature control and shutter closing.
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AIR CONDITIONING


Installation of air conditioning through ducts.

Clarifications:
1. Any finish and, in particular, the brand or model indicated on this sheet may be replaced by another one, provided it is of equal or superior quality. In
any case, the changes will not suppose a substantial modification of the general aesthetic line, nor of the original design standards.
2. This quality sheet is generic so that some of the homes, depending on their characteristics and / or location, may present some differences with
respect to what is indicated on this quality sheet, in these cases what appears in the plan of the house and in the technical project.
3. The possibility of selection of finishes "between samples" by the client is conditioned to the pace of the work.
4. Wood, marble, granite and other natural materials can present grains and slight differences in color, which are proof of their authenticity.
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